OWNERSHIP TRANSFER
• Keep the Ownership Transfer part in a safe place.
• To transfer ownership, complete the items below and give this card to the new owner.

Ownership Transferred to ____________________________

Date ____________________________

OWNER’S STATEMENT: I am the owner of the vehicle described on the front of this card, or a member of the firm or an officer of the corporation owning the same, and have the right to dispose of the vehicle.

Signature of Current Owner ____________________________
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INSTRUCTIONS
This document has three parts: a registration sticker, a cab card, and an ownership transfer for non-titled vehicles.

"VOID" will be printed on the transfer part for titled vehicles.

- Does the license plate number on all three parts match the number on the "APPORTIONED" plates enclosed, or the plates that are already on your vehicle?
- Is all the information about your vehicle and your name, address and zip code correct?
- Are the jurisdictions and the weights printed on the front correct?
- If your vehicle is a 1972 or older model, is "TRANSFERABLE" printed on the Ownership Transfer?

IMPORTANT: If any of this information is incorrect, please notify New York State Department of Motor Vehicles, International Registration Bureau immediately.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PUTTING STICKER ON WINDSHIELD
• Remove old sticker. WASH & DRY area.
• PEEL SLOWLY beginning here ____________________________
• Place sticker on windshield as shown on diagram and press gently around edges of sticker.

The jurisdictions in which this vehicle is registered, and the registered weights, are listed on the front of this cab card in alphabetic order. This registration is valid only in the jurisdictions listed before the asterisks.

JURISDICTION CODES
AB (Alberta)  MB (Manitoba)  OH (Ohio)  OK (Oklahoma)
AK (Alaska)   MD (Maryland)  OK (Ontario)  OR (Oregon)
AL (Alabama)  ME (Maine)    PA (Pennsylvania)  PR (Puerto Rico)
AR (Arkansas) MI (Michigan)  OR (Oregon)  RI (Rhode Island)
AZ (Arizona)  MN (Minnesota) PA (Prince Edward Island)  SC (South Carolina)
CA (California)  MO (Missouri)  PE (Prince Edward Island)  SD (South Dakota)
CO (Colorado)  MS (Mississippi)  PQ (Quebec)  TN (Tennessee)
CT (Connecticut)  MT (Montana)  RI (Rhode Island)  TX (Texas)
DC (Dist. of Col.)  NC (North Carolina)  SK (Saskatchewan)  UT (Utah)
DE (Delaware)  ND (North Dakota)  VA (Virginia)  VT (Vermont)
FL (Florida)  NE (Nebraska)  VA (Virginia)  VI (Virgin Islands)
GA (Georgia)  NF (Newfoundland)  VI (Virgin Islands)  VT (Vermont)
IA (Iowa)  NH (New Hampshire)  VT (Vermont)  WA (Washington)
ID (Idaho)  NJ (New Jersey)  WA (Washington)  WI (Wisconsin)
IL (Illinois)  NM (New Mexico)  WI (Wisconsin)  WY (Wyoming)
IN (Indiana)  NV (Nevada)  WY (Wyoming)  NY (New York)
KS (Kansas)  NC (North Carolina)  YK (Yukon)  MA (Massachusetts)
KY (Kentucky)  ND (North Dakota)  YT (Yukon)  ME (Maine)